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INTRODUCTION
In the Spring of 1971, an extensive study of technology transfer in
the Republic of Ireland was begun. In the first phase of this study, a
survey was made of communication patterns among all engineers and scientists
performing research and development. From this survey an analysis will be
made of communication structure at both the individual and institutional
levels (Allen and Cooney, 1973). This will provide knowledge of how those,
who are themselves responsible for advancing technology, learn of new tech-
nological developments. Such a study will, no doubt, provide interesting
and useful results for the research and development community in Ireland.
Still it must be remembered that the vast majority of Irish industrial firms
do not undertake any research and development, at all, and were therefore
excluded from the communication survey.
To fill this gap, a second phase of the overall study, was begun in
the Summer of 1972. For this phase a stratified sample of manufacturing
firms was selected from industrial census statistics, to be representative
of Irish industry.
Characteristics of the Firms that Were Studied
The total sample includes 300 firms in 26 industries. Industries
were excluded from analysis for any of the following reasons:
1) If industry gross output was less than 7.5 million in 1968, or
if employment was less than 1,500 in 1968, unless it has important
exports or known technological innovation problems.
2) If the industry predominantly served the domestic market and had
a low growth in volume of output since 1953.
3) If the study methodology were judged to be innapropriate for the
industry, this could result from either of the following two
situations
The authors acknowledge their indebtedness to Mr. Breffni Tomlin for speci-
fying the criteria for industry selection, and for performing the actual
mechanics of sample selection.
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a) More than two-thirds of the industry output is attributable
to a few large producers (these industries will be studied
separately).
b) Industries with minimal processing, mostly not on a factory
model, or with production tasks determined elsewhere.
During the summer of 1972, 52 firms in seven industries were approached and
asked to cooperate in the study. From this initial sample, there were two out-
right refusals, and two firms disqualified themselves because they were not in-
volved in manufacturing. The firms were distributed among seven industries
(Table I) and should be taken to be representative only of those seven industries.
Any attempt to generalize our findings to all of Irish Industry would, at this
point be premature, however we believe that the results are interesting enough
to justify this early report.
The 48 firms were mostly small in size, with but two in excess of 250 em-
ployees (Table II). This bias was introduced purposely for two reasons. First
it is representative of Irish industry, generally. And second, we are particu-
larly concerned with the problems of bringing new technology to the smaller firm
where the problem of capturing new technology is particularly acute. Firms with
3
fewer than 50 employees were excluded, at this point, but will be brought in
later to see whether any significant differences exist.
Research Method
The method used to determine the sources of new technology was very simple
and straightforward. The general manager (or his designate), in each firm, was
asked to think back over the last several years and then tell us what he thought
was the most significant change, in either product or process, that had occurred
2One firm is double-counted, since it appeared in the sample twice, representing
two industries.
3One of the firms in the sample had only 33 employees at the time of the inter-
view. They had more than 50 employees at the time that the census data, upon
which our sample was based, were obtained.
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Table I
Industries in Which Firms Were Sampled
During the 1973 Pilot Study
industry description
(as used by Central
Statistics Office)
Creamery Butter, Cheese, Condensed Milk,
Chocolate Crumb, Ice Cream etc.
Bacon factories
Slaughtering, preservarion and process-
ing of meat (other than by bacon
factories)
Canning of fruit and vegetables and
manufacture of preserves, jams,
jellies, etc.
Manufacture of cocoa, chocolate and
sugar confectionery
Structural clay products, asbestos goods,
plaster, gypsum and concrete products,
slate and dressed stone
Manufacture of electrical machinery,
apparatus and appliances
descriptor to be used in re-
mainder of this report
milk products
bacon
other meat
canning
chocolate and
confectionery
building materials
electrical
within the firm. The principals who were involved in introducing the change
were then interviewed in some depth. There were two main goals in the inter-
view. The sources which first brought the new idea to the attention of the
firm were sought first. Then respondents were asked to describe any problems
that were encountered in the course of introducing the new technology, and the
manner in which such problems were resolved, including any assistance that was
sought or obtained from outside of the firm.
After learning as much as possible about the firm's "innovation",4 the
4The term innovation will be used in this report in a very limited sense. It is
taken to mean something new to a particular firm. Even if every other firm in
the industry is already using it, if it is new to the firm under consideration,
it will be called an "innovation."
--
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interviewers went on to gather background data from the principals regarding
their previous work experience, general use of information sources, and their
degree of contact outside of the country.
Table II
Number of Firms in Each Industry
Classification and Size Category
number of employees
50 99 250
industry to to or totals
99 249 more
milk products
bacon
other meat
canning
chocolate and confectionery
building supplies
electrical
totals
6 3 0
2 4 2
2 1 2
3 3 0
2 2 1
3 3 1
2 2 4
20 18 10
Illustrative Cases of "Innovations"
The following examples are presented to illustrate the general nature of
the new technology and the kinds of information source from which it was de-
rived,
Tumble Processing of Hams
This is a process in which a number of hams are tumbled together in a large
rotating cylindrical container. Over the course of several hours, by a process
that is not fully understood, protein migrates to the surface of the ham,
thereby increasing the overall yield of the ham by some three to four percent.
9
8
5
6
5
7
8
48
-
2
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The production manager in one Irish bacon factory first became aware of
this technique when he saw it being used in a Danish firm some twelve years ago.
He put it down at that time as being something of considerable interest but far
too expensive for his scale of operations. Then, about two years prior to the
interview, he learned that a British manufacturer was supplying the necessary
equipment at a price that he could now afford. He learned of this through sup-
pliers' representatives, who visit the plant occasionally. Once he expressed an
interest, the supplier sent representatives to conduct a demonstration. The pur-
chase was negotiated. Very few problems were encountered with the process, and
these few were solved by the staff of the firm, with no need to seek outside help.
Ultra High Temperature Cream
The general manager of a large creamery was aware that long life milk, cap-
able of resisting spoilage for relatively long periods without refrigeration, had
been produced in Switzerland since about 1960. Since there was some motivation to
diversify, the possibility of producing a long life cream seemed attractive. It
was felt that there would be a good market in Ireland, especially in the rural areas
for long life cream and to the housewife it would be even more appealing than long
life milk.
Further investigation revealed that the Swiss were using a steam injection
process and had originally packaged their milk in cans, but changed over to foil-
lined paper "tetra pack" containers in 1964 as a result of the development in
Sweden of an aseptic packaging process using this container.
At this stage, a delegation was sent to Switzerland to scrutinize ultra-
high temperature milk processing. The firm then brought in a technical man from
Bord Bainne,5 built a facility to house the experimental operation and obtained
an ultra-high temperature milk processing plant, and an aseptic tetra-pack pack-
aging unit from Swedish suppliers. The problem was not to convert all of
5The Milk Marketing Board.
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this to the production of ultra-high temperature cream. The Swedish suppliers
were helpful in adapting their plant to the higher viscosity encountered in
cream, but the actual details of the conversion had to be developed by a joint
project team comprising representatives from the firm and from Bord Bainne, 5
An Foras Taluntais, and a professor of agricultural engineering, from one of
the universities, assisted the team.
A Tunable Modulation Meter
Electronic modulation meters have always presented the technician with a
problem. They require an almost endless process of balancing various adjust-
ments before a reading can be made. In one Irish firm, this problem was enough
to stimulate an engineer to action. He decided to develop a modulation meter
that would be essentially self-tuning, and that would perform the balancing
process electronically over a broad frequency range. All of his development
was conducted within his own firm. The stimulus was internal, and he never
sought any assistance, other than provision of standard components from outside
his firm. The firm provided him with the necessary time and resources to accom-
plish the development and were able to diversify into an entirely new product
line as a result.
Canning of Mushrooms
The manager of an Irish cannery, while visiting London, happened to stay in
the same hotel as a manager from a British subsidiary of a large American food
distributor. During the course of their stay, the two met, got into a general
conversation over the problems of the industry, and eventually onto the topic of
canning and marketing mushrooms. The man from the British firm reported back to
his superiors that he knew of a firm that was potentially capable of meeting the
firm's need for an additional supplier. Shortly after that, the British firm
5The Milk Marketing Board.
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approached the Irish cannery on a formal basis with a proposal they would be
willing to buy a substantial quantity of canned mushrooms for marketing in the
United Kingdom, if the cannery could scale up their output sufficiently, while
maintaining quality standards. The cannery, as a result, made an investment in
new machinery and undertook a one year development project. They were helped in
this project by the British firm and by a domestic machinery broker who advised
on the type of machinery needed. They also visited The Netherlands to see a
mushroom cannery in operation and to discuss the general problems of this
process with a Dutch cannery. Some of the necessary machines were purchased
from the Dutch firm. A British can manufacturer was also very helpful. Repre-
sentatives of that firm visited, ostensibly to provide assistance with the process
of seaming the cans, in fact, they were extremely valuable in passing along other
information. From their experience in working with many canneries, they had ac-
quired considerable knowledge of the entire process and are able to provide ad-
vice on the cooking, packing and wrapping operations, as well.
Results
Data were obtained on 46 innovations. Two of the firms, one in the meat
packing industry, the other in the building materials industry were unable to
uncover any significant change, over the past 30 years, in their method of op-
eration. In the former case, the firm's general manager gave more than the
usual amount of time to the interviewer, and was exceptionally helpful, but had
to confess that the firm was run in essentially the same way that it had been
under his grandfather's management. In the latter case, there is some reason
to suspect that the firm was merely attempting to avoid the bother of an inter-
view. What they claimed was that they had had no significant change in either
product or process in over 30 years and that there was therefore no one avail-
able competent to discuss the last change.
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Disregarding these two the mean age of the remaining 46 innovations is about
three years. There is some difference across the seven industries (Table III),
but these should not be taken as measures of the degree of "innovativeness" of
the industries. As a matter of fact, there would almost seem to be a positive
correlation between age and the degree of technological sophistication involved.
The two industries with the most complex innovations (electrical and creamery),
are also toward the high end in the length of time between introduction of the
innovation and our interview.
The age of the innovations is presented here mainly to provide some idea of
the reliability of the data. Presumably, the data will be less reliable, the
further back in time that respondents had to recollect events.
Table III
mean time since
industry introduction of innovation
(years)
milk products 4.5
bacon 2.9
other meat 3.0
canning 1.6
chocolate, confectionery 2.0
building materials 4.2
electrical 3.4
Idea Sources
Sources for initial ideas were many and varied (Table IV). Almost a quarter
of the messages came from within the firm, but an approximately equal number
6When a respondent cited one or more sources as contributing components of the
initial idea, each was credited with having supplied a "message."
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Table IV
Sources Initial
source
internal to the firm
parent firm
domestic
foreign
Ideas for Innovations
number of
messages
26
8
2
6
firm in same industry
domestic
foreign
firm in different industry
domestic
foreign
supplier or vendor
domestic
foreign
customer
domestic
foreign
private consultant
domestic
foreign
government sponsored
(IIRS; AFF; AFT)
research institute
government department
university
trade fair
domestic
foreign
trade journal
other publication
2
2
0
2
2
4
4
1
1.8
1.8
0
3.7
3.7
0.9
Total 110 99.9
Institute of Industrial Research and Standards; An Foras Forbath; An
Foras Taluntais.
percent
23.6
7.3
28 25.4
3
6
22
3
0
2
23
2.7
25 22.7
5
0
5
4.5
2
0
2
1.8
.
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came from within the same industry as the recipient firm. Most of the firms
providing were foreign. The next most important category is the supplier or
vendor of manufacturing equipment. Together these first three categories sup-
plied 71 percent of the messages, which stimulated in a product or process change
in the 46 firms. The remaining 29 percent came from a wide variety of other sources.
Several interesting points should be noted in these data. First of all there
is the usual discovery that nearly all of the information is obtained through di-
rect personal contact. Less than five percent of the messages were delivered
through documentation (Cf., Allen, 1966; Myers and Marquis, 1969; Langrish, et.al.,
1972). Then, there is the preponderance of foreign contact. This occurs both with
firms in the same industry and with suppliers. In the case of firms in the same
industry, almost none of the foreign contacts are British. They are mostly conti-
nental with a few contacts in the United States.
There is little information that came from either Irish or British firms in
the same industry as the recipient. This no doubt results, in both cases,
from the fact that they are competing in essentially the same market. Continen-
tal and American firms did not generally-see the Irish as direct competitors and
were therefore much more free with their information. Suppliers were primarily
foreign for the simple reason that there are so few Irish manufacturers of equip-
ment such as that used in most of the innovations.
At the low end of the frequency spectrum, we see that none of the ideas re-
sulted from any work in universities either Irish or foreign. Furthermore, the
government sponsored research institutes (Institute of Industrial Research and
8
Standards; An Foras Taluntais; and An Foras Forbartha) together account for less
than two percent of the messages. The position of the universities is not
7Most of the foreign suppliers have Irish representatives, however, and these often
served as valuable intermediaries.
8Responsible for research in support of industry generally; agriculture; and the
construction industry, respectively.
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surprising, although this does not make it any the less distressing. The situa-
tion with the research institutes is both surprising and distressing. One of
the goals in establishing such institutes is that they produce new concepts and
ideas with a potential for new products and processes in Irish industry.
A further point of interest lies in the fact that although mone than one-
fourth of the firms were subsidiaries of foreign firms, less than six percent of
the messages came from a foreign parent firm. This is not to say that foreign-
owned firms were less innovative. Only that they did not obtain their new ideas
from what one might consider the most likely source.
Inter-industry Differences. Not all of the seven industries depended to the
same extent on the different categories of information source. Industries dif-
fered widely in their dependence on foreign and domestic sources as well as the
degree to which new ideas were internally stimulated (Table V). The proportion
of ideas coming from abroad shows the greatest inter-industry variance. Further-
more, there appears to be some modest substitution effect particularly between
the use of internal and foreign sources (Table VI). In some industries, firms
are, for various reasons (more highly trained staff, etc.), better able to gen-
erate ideas in-house. In those industries in which firms are less capable of
generating their own new ideas, ideas are more likely to come from outside.
In some of these industries, domestic sources are available to supply informa-
tion. When this is true such sources are used. In other industries, domestic
sources are unavailable because supporting industries (suppliers) are not suf-
ficiently developed within the country or because competitive pressures mediate
against the transfer of ideas within the industry. These are the industries
that are most dependent upon foreign sources for new technology.
__PII_____II__·ll____-------..---- -__ ---
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Table V
Location of Idea Sources by Industry
industry sources
within domestic foreign
firm contacts contacts
milk products 16.0% 28.0% 56.0%
bacon 26.7 20.0 53.3
other meat 10.0 0 90.0
canning 26.3 31.6 42.1
chocolate & confectionery 25.0 16.7 58.3
building materials 23.1 7.7 69.2
electrical 58.3 0 41.7
excluding written sources
Table VI
Relations Among the Use of Different Idea Sources
correlation between the
extent to which idea- partial variable
generating messages Kendall Kendall partialled
came from: Tau Tau out
within the firm and
domestic contacts 0.10 -0.28 foreign contacts
foreign contacts -0.71 -0.73 domestic contacts
domestic contacts and
foreign contacts -0.39 -0.46 contacts within
the firm
p < 0.02
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Nature of the Innovation. There is a slight, although statistically non-signifi-
cant tendency for product innovations to have arisen from within the firm, and
for process innovations to have been stimulated by foreign contact (Table VII).
Many of the product innovations resulted from a perceived need to diversify,
Table VII
Location of Idea Sources as a Function of the
Nature of the Innovation
nature of the sources
innovation
internal domestic foreign
product 36.4% 18.2% 45.4%
process 19.5 18.1 62.5
exclusing written sources
= 5.08 p < 0.10
which resulted in either group or individual brainstorming to come up with ideas.
Process changes on the other hand were less often the result of a perceived need
within the firm. They usually came about only after it became apparent that a
competitor, either foreign or domestic was successfully using the new process.
The Problem Solving Phase
After a firm decides to go ahead with a new product or process, it normally
encounters a series of problems which must be solved before implementation is
successfully completed. While many of these problems can be solved by the staff
of the firm, aid is often sought from outside. Three-fourths of all the problem
solving messages originated outside of the firm (Table VIII). The most important
category outside the firm is, not surprisingly, the supplier or vendor. The manu-
facturer of production equipment is often bound under warranty agreement to solve
any problems which arise with the use of his equipment.
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Table VIII
Sources Used in Solving Problems Associated
With the Introduction of the Innovation
number of
source messages percent
internal to the firm 18 25.7
parent firm 5 7.1
domestic O
foreign 5
firm in same industry 9 12.9
domestic 2
foreign 7
firm in different industry 2 2.9
domestic 2
foreign 0
supplier or vendor 25 35.8
domestic 9
foreign 16
customer O
domestic 0 0
foreign 0
private consultant 5 7.1
domestic 4
foreign 1
government-sponsored research institute 2 2.9
(IIRS; AFF; AFT)
government department 2 2.9
university 1 1.4
trade journals 1 1.4
other publications 0 0
Totals 70 100.1
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Private consultants are also brought in a bit more at this stage. However,
there is still precious little resort to the research institutes, and even less
to the universities.
While foreign sources are still the most important, domestic sources do in-
crease in importance, at this time (Table VIII). This is the point at which the
research institutes might be especially helpful, if a means could be devised to
encourage firms to approach them when they encounter problems in implementing
new technology.
Table IX
Location of roblem Solving Information Sources
proportion of instances used*
idea problem
generation solving
within the firm 24.8% 26.1%
domestic outside the firm 18.2 31.9
foreign 57.2 42.0
written sources excluded in computation of percentages
Development of Foreign Contacts
The principals, that were interviewed generally were well acquainted outside
of the country. Forty-three percent had actually worked outside of the country
for some portion of their careers.8 Overall, about 17 percent of the average
While we took great care in drawing up the sample of firms in a rigorous manner,
we must warn here that our sample of individuals was not constituted in such a
rigorous manner. We had to rely on the willingness and availability of indi-
viduals to grant interviews. These results should not be taken as representa-
tive of Irish industry, and are possibly not representative of innovators in
Irish industry either.
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respondent's career had been spent working outside Ireland. Most of this
foreign work time was spent in the U.K., but nearly every part of the world
was represented, as well. No direct relation was found between the degree to
which principals worked outside of the country and the extent to which they ob-
tained ideas from foreign sources or their propensity to turn to foreign sources
when they encounter implementation problems. The foreign experience may make it
easier for an individual to develop contacts outside of the country. In specific
instances such as those studied here, however, the circumstances at the moment
must be the chief determinant of information source. In an earlier study (Allen,
et. al., 1971), agricultural scientists who had worked in a foreign country
tended to maintain the contacts thus developed for an extended period of time.
The managers interviewed in the present study may very well retain contact with
their former work colleagues, in a similar manner. This does not appear to have
had any impact on the introduction of new technology to their firms.
Nevertheless, the typical Irish manager, in the seven industries studied,
is an ardent traveller. We have grown accustomed in recent years to seeing par-
ties of Japanese businessmen, complete with cameras, in nearly every air terminal
in the world, combing the industrial hinterlands for hints of a profitable tech-
nology. At least insofar as Western Europe is concerned the Irish need not take
second place to anyone. The Irish managers in these 48 firms were inveterate
travellers, taking in at least one foreign trade show per year, and generally
coupling this trip with a visit to a foreign firm in the industry or to a sup-
plier of equipment used in the industry.
Discussion
If we take each of the results in turn, there are a number of lessons that
may be gleaned from these data. First of all, the importance of personal contact.
If one's goal is to introduce new technology into Irish industry, it is obvious
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that reprint and documentation services will be only marginally useful. One has
to go far beyond this type of service and tackle the far more difficult problem
of bringing the right people together.
Now if one believes that at least some of those "right" people work in uni-
versities and research institutes, some means must be found to remove the bar-
riers that presently exist between them and their potential industrial clientele.
There are a number of possible ways of doing this. Trinity College, for example,
has recently established an Industrial Liaison Office (Wallace, 1971). The Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology has for many years operated such a venture,
with at least some apparent success. Another scheme being attempted by some
countries is to funnel at least part of the government's funding to the univer-
sities and research institutes, through industry. Industrial firms are provided
budgets that can only be spent to support research in a research institute or
university. The firm, itself, however, has complete authority within these
limits over selection of both project and source.
Such mechanisms, and there are many others that might be tried (Cf., Roy,
1972) will be most effective for the larger firms. In the case of the smaller
firm, the problem is a bit more difficult. To get the manager from the small
firm to approach such an exalted institution as a university, is, to say the
least, very difficult, if not impossible. He says he's too busy with day to
day problems. This may be true, but more likely he means that he doesn't know
how to approach them (particularly the universities) and would just feel very
uncomfortable making the attempt. They operate in a different culture, and he
sees the cultural barriers as far too great. If anything is to be done, the
initiative must come from the other side. This means that researchers in the
universities and research institutes will have to acquaint themselves directly
with the problems of industry, and employ this knowledge in formulating their
_111_ _ ___________I______
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research portfolios. This, of course, is what the research institutes are set
up to do. The evidence so far would indicate that there is room for improvement.
In order to improve their knowledge of industry's needs, the researchers them-
selves must get out of their laboratories and down to the shop floor. It is all
very well to have industry representation on steering committees and boards of
directors of research institutes, but both the industry representatives and the
scientific members of the board are, on both sides, too far removed from the
action. The researchers themselves must be brought into direct. contact. This
does not necessarily mean a degradation of the quality of their research.
Quality and relevance are not necessarily inversely correlated. A case in
point: insofar as we can tell, no one really understands why the process of
tumbling hams together for a period of time results in protein migration and
increased yield. This appears to be a reasonably fundamental research problem
with very definite practical benefits. There are no doubt a very large number
of such problems, begging to be taken on. The research institutes must actively
seek them out. A first step would be the formation of technically competent
teams of individuals from potentially relevant disciplines to go on site inspec-
tions of firms in specific industries. The team's goal would be not to help
specific individual firms, rather to search out general problem areas where the
applications of their research might benefit an industry. The experience of
cataloguing areas for potential improvement of either production processes or
products will prove invaluable in directing and selecting research projects
later on.
Criticism is often heard of the tendency of intitute personnel to be too
concerned with "basic"research and publication. Naturally people are going to
work on problems that lead to publications and publications only, if these are
the only kinds of problems that come to their attention. But if they are pre-
sented with problems of a practical nature and encouraged by the reward system
11 ____  ____1_1__
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to pursue these, there is no reason why they won't find these problems just as
appealing.
We would not argue that all of this will come about automatically or even
easily. In some cases it will require a marked change in outlook on the part
of the researcher. In some instances it will be impossible to interest an
individual in applied problems. We would argue that these cases are rare and
that in most cases the institute scientist is most concerned with working on
interesting and important problems. Our main point is that there are problems
in industry, which are both scientifically interesting and important, but that
the scientist must be brought into direct contact with them before he can be-
come aware of this simple fact.
A second concern, stemming from the data, results from the heavy reliance
(particularly in the food industries) on foreign firms in the same industry.
Nearly all of the foreign contacts, when they are within the same industry, are
with firms in countries other than the U.K. This is significant. The fact
that there is little information coming from firms in the same industry, in
the U.K. or Ireland indicates that these firms are protecting information for
competitive reasons. Irish and British firms, in the food industry particu-
larly, compete in the same markets. Continental firms do not generally see
the Irish as competitors. Again this is particularly true in the food industry.
As a consequence, they are much freer in divulging information concerning new
processes or products. All well and good, except that this situation is very
likely to change in the near future. As Ireland moves into the Common Market,
continental firms will begin to see them as directly competing for the same
markets. The Danes and the Dutch will be far less willing to divulge their
newest development in bacon processing, or whatever, and a very important
source of information will be closed off. Remember that foreign firms in the
~~II I~~~~~ ___1_1 U ~~~~~~~~~~I_~~~~ I_~~~~~~I_ _~~~~~_I_ __ ~~~~~~__~~~ _---
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same industry are responsible for 20 percent of the messages resulting in a
new product or process for Irish industry. This is nearly the amount that
came from within the firm, and almost twice that coming from all other domes-
tic sources taken together. Should this source disappear, as we suspect it
will, the results will be increased pressure on the research institutes to
fill the gap. They will be the only means by which Irish industry can remain
technically competitive.
-2 -
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